AGREEMENT GRANTING EurAAP RIGHTS RELATED TO PUBLICATION OF SCHOLARY WORK

Title of paper, including all content in any form, format, or media (hereinafter, “the Work”):

Complete list of authors:

Title of EurAAP Conference: 2021 EuCAP

1. The undersigned hereby grants permission and license to the European Association on Antennas and Propagation (“EurAAP”) for the nonexclusive irrevocable worldwide rights to copy, publish, sell, and distribute the Work and any revised or expanded derivative works submitted to EurAAP by the undersigned based on the Work in any form, format, or media without restriction, and to make accessible copies of the Work in EurAAP’s online database. The undersigned agrees to waive all royalties with respect to all rights granted under this agreement. The copyright holder retains copyright to the Work, including the right to duplicate the work and to permit others to do the same. In each case of authorized duplication of the Work in whole or part, the original publication by EurAAP must be properly credited by citing publication in the proceedings of this EuCAP.

2. The undersigned agrees to indemnify and hold harmless EurAAP from any damage or expense that may arise in the event of a breach of any of the warranties set forth in this agreement.

3. In the event the Work is not accepted and published by EurAAP or is withdrawn by the author(s) before acceptance by EurAAP, the foregoing permission and license shall become null and void. Even in this case, EurAAP will retain an archival copy of the Work.

4. A Virtual Conference is a conference in which one or more presentations are made available for remote viewing by attendees (e.g., via live streaming of video or via the ability to download a presentation prerecorded in digital format). In the event the undersigned makes a presentation based upon the Work at a Virtual Conference hosted or sponsored in whole or in part by EurAAP, the undersigned, in consideration for his/her participation in the conference, hereby grants EurAAP the nonexclusive unlimited, worldwide, irrevocable permission to use, distribute, publish, license, exhibit, record, digitize, broadcast, reproduce, and archive, in any format or medium, whether now known or hereafter developed: (a) his/her presentation and comments at the conference; (b) any written materials or multimedia files used in connection with his/her presentation; and (c) any recorded interviews of him/her (collectively, the “Presentation”). The permission granted includes the transcription and reproduction of the Presentation for inclusion in products distributed or sold by EurAAP and live or recorded broadcast of the Presentation during or after the Virtual Conference.

5. In connection with the permission granted in this agreement, the undersigned hereby grants EurAAP the unlimited, worldwide, irrevocable right to use the name, picture, likeness, voice and biographical information of the author(s) as part of the advertisement, distribution, and sale of products incorporating the Work or Presentation (collectively, the “Materials”), and releases EurAAP from any claim based on right of privacy or publicity.

6. The undersigned hereby warrants that the Materials are original and that he/she is the author of the Materials. To the extent the Materials incorporate text passages, figures, data, or other material from the works of others, the undersigned has obtained any necessary permissions. Where necessary, the undersigned has obtained all third-party permissions and consents to grant the license above and has provided copies of such permissions and consents to EurAAP.
7. The undersigned represents that he/she has the power and authority to make and execute this agreement including as or on behalf of the copyright holder of the Work and on behalf of any party for which they sign. The undersigned certifies that all required clearances have been obtained to allow public distribution of the Work.

8. For jointly authored Works, all joint authors must sign, or the author signing represents that he/she is acting as authorized agent for the others.

9. The undersigned grants EurAAP permission to nonexclusively transfer and license to the IEEE the rights (the nonexclusive irrevocable worldwide rights to copy, publish, sell, and distribute the Work and any revised or expanded derivative works submitted to EurAAP by the undersigned based on the Work in any form, format, or media without restriction) under the “Agreement Granting EurAAP Rights Related to Publication of Scholarly Work” signed by the undersigned as part of the submission of this paper (the “Work”) with the intention of having the Work or a publication containing the Work appear in IEEE Xplore if accepted by the IEEE. The author(s) of the Work assume(s) responsibility for ensuring that the Work meets IEEE and all other requirements.

[ ] CHECKING THIS BOX WILL PREVENT YOUR PAPER FROM BEING SUBMITTED TO IEEE XPLORE. By placing an X in these brackets, the undersigned indicates that he/she does not wish to have these rights transferred to the IEEE, does not wish to have the Work submitted for inclusion in IEEE Xplore, and further indicates that this paragraph 9 and the permissions granted therein are null, void, and omitted from this agreement.

By typing in your full name below and clicking the submit button, you certify that such action constitutes your electronic signature to this form by authenticated request from a user over the Internet as a valid substitute for a written signature.

_______________________________________ ________________________________
Author/Authorized agent signature   Title if not Author

_______________________________________ ________________________________
Printed name       Date signed

Mailing address, telephone, and e-mail if different from information supplied with Work